SKY CONNECT TRACKER III
is the industry’s proven solution for lightweight satellite communications. Worldwide tracking, 2-way messaging, and telephone services are combined with flight data monitoring capabilities to meet new mandates.

BENEFITS FOR HELICOPTER OPERATORS

- Enhances safety and operational efficiency for all aircraft types
- Pre-formatted messages and fast-fill forms make text messaging an effective way for crews to communicate accurately for routine updates, weather, and dispatch assignments
- Least-cost methods for full-time fleet surveillance to communicate location and status, supporting air ambulance, search and rescue, firefighting and mission-oriented operational environments
- Simultaneous voice, tracking and messaging functions assure 100% operational control and fleet situational awareness even in the most remote areas – anywhere in the world
- Data collected for ground maintenance and operations teams help reduce aircraft downtime and increase mission availability
- All position reports, alerts, and text messages are encrypted using secure data protocols
- Innovative alerting system can automatically send a final position/status report after shutdown or electric bus power loss
- Anyone on the ground with authorized access can exchange text messages with the aircraft
- Sky Connect Tracker III can integrate with Honeywell’s Health and Usage Monitoring System (HUMS), allowing the system to send real-time aircraft health status and maintenance alerts